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Abstract— The analysis and design of structures to resist 

blast/explosive loads is having utmost importance compared 

to the structures to resist conventional type of loading, 

where Loading is actually independent of time variation. 

From past few decades terrorist attacks are becoming a new 

threat to people lives and to property also. The amount of 

damage caused to structure is depends upon type of charge 

material used, its quantity, distance from structure etc. Since 

we don’t know when the blasting activity is going to be 

happened and type of charge material is used, depends on 

importance of structure we have to make sure the design of 

structure should be such that it should resist the failure 

against   blasting activities. The project contains a case study 

report of blasting activity and its effects on ALFRED 

MURRAH BUILDING and design and analysis of G+5 

residential building to resist blast loads. We concerned here 

in to minimize loss of lives due to global failure of the 

structure and decrease the loss of property. This is possible 

only when the structural designer provides a sophisticated 

design techniques to encounter un-expected and sudden 

loads. Blast loads, its contribution to structures and other 

required provisions are opted from Technical Manual 5-

1300.The Design Method Used Is Equivalent Static 

Approach. Analysis of frames of structure is done with 

software package. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few decades considerable emphasis has been 

given to problems of blast and earthquake. The earthquake 

problem is rather old, but most of the knowledge on this 

subject has been accumulated during the past fifty years. 

The blast problem is rather new; information about the 

development in this field is made available mostly through 

publication of the Army Corps of Engineers, Department of 

Defense, U.S. Air Force and other governmental office and 

public institutes. Much of the work is done by the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The University of 

Illinois, and other leading educational institutions and 

engineering firms. 

Due to different accidental or intentional events, 

the behavior of structural components subjected to blast 

loading has been the subject of considerable research effort 

in recent years. Conventional structures, particularly that 

above grade, normally are not designed to resist blast loads; 

and because the magnitudes of design loads are significantly 

lower than those produced by most explosions, conventional 

structures are susceptible to damage from explosions. With 

this in mind, developers, architects and engineers 

increasingly are seeking solutions for potential blast 

situations, to protect building occupants and the structures. 

Disasters such as the terrorist bombings of the U.S. 

embassies in Nairobi, Kenya and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 

in 1998, the Khobar Towers military barracks in Dhahran, 

Saudi Arabia in 1996, the Murrah Federal Building in 

Oklahoma City in 1995, and the World Trade Center in New 

York in 1993 have demonstrated the need for a thorough 

examination of the behavior of columns subjected to blast 

loads. To provide adequate protection against explosions, 

the design and construction of public buildings are receiving 

renewed attention of structural engineers. Difficulties that 

arise with the complexity of the problem, which involves 

time dependent finite deformations, high strain rates, and 

non-linear inelastic material behavior, have motivated 

various assumptions and approximations to simplify the 

models. 

II. BLAST WAVE PARAMETERS 

A. Dynamic Pressure 

It is the pressure effect of air mass movement called blast 

wind 

1) Impulse 

Impulse per unit of projected area is the pressure-time 

product given by the area under the pressure-time curve 

considered for the positive phase only unless otherwise 

specified. 

2) Over Pressure 

It is the rise in pressure above atmospheric pressure due to 

shock wave from an air blast 

B. Reflected Overpressure 

It is the over pressure resulting due to reflection of a shock 

wave front striking any surface. If the shock front is parallel 

to the surface, the reflection is normal. 

C. Shock Wave Front 

It is the discontinuity between the blast wave and 

surrounding atmosphere. It propagates away from the point 

of explosion in all directions at a speed greater than the 

speed of sound in the undisturbed atmosphere. 

 
Fig. 1: 

III. BLAST LOADING 

Blast loading in the nearby areas consists of earth shock, 

pressure due to blast and affect of debris or fragment 

whereas blast loading in the distant areas consists of 

pressure generated due to blast only. Blast overpressure is 

showed comparative to ambient consideration (P0) instead 
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of the absolute pressure. The distinctive blast caused 

pressure wave analysis, developed from the perfect 

explosion including the various loadings related to 

frequency and amplitude is shown in fig. 2.2 .Representation 

of the blast wave and its properties are dependent on time 

(t), the length between structure and midpoint of the charge, 

R. Ppos is the summit pressure and is cognized as peak 

positive overpressure. During the negative phase the 

pressure is Pneg and is cognized as under pressure, as Pneg 

is less than P0.The continuance of Ppos and Pneg are 

cognized as tpos and tneg respectively, where tpos is the 

positive duration and tneg is the negative duration1. 

 
Fig. 2: 

IV. PLANNING & LAYOUT 

Much can be done at the planning stage of a new building to 

reduce potential threats and the associated risks of injury 

and damage. The risk of a terrorist attack, necessity of blast 

protection for structural and non-structural members, 

adequate placing of shelter areas within a building should be 

considered for instance. In relation to an external threat, the 

priority should be to create as much stand-off distance 

between an external bomb and the building as possible. On 

congested city centers there may be little or no scope for 

repositioning the building, but what small stand-off there is 

should be secured where possible. This can be achieved by 

strategic location of obstructions such as bollards, trees and 

street furniture. shows a possible external layout for blast 

safe planning. 

 
Fig. 3: Schematic Layout of Site for Protection against 

Bombs 

V. CONCRETE STRUCTURES 

Construction materials can be generically classified into 

natural raw materials (steel, glass, and sand, fine and coarse 

aggregate) and admixtures or low weight materials like 

composites and foams4.The natural materials do not affect 

the reflection or deflection of blast waves but low weight 

substances like composites, polymeric foams result in lesser 

summit reflected overpressure. Hence the latter of the two 

can be used in a wide range of structures designed for 

palliating blasts. 

A. Sacrificial Wall against Detonation 

Sacrificial blast wall is a defensive block that keeps a 

structure safe from blasts. The wall is constructed around 

the structure to protect it from blast waves by disintegrating 

the energy generated from the explosion. It also increases 

the bomb threat standoff distances. So the pressures 

generated during blasts are annihilated completely or 

lessened in intensity. During the blast the wall may 

detriment completely but the target structure should be 

secure and running well following the blast. Match stem is 

conglutination of incident wave generated from blast and the 

wave reflected from ground surface at a point above the 

earth surface. While designing sacrificial blast wall 

sufficient emphasis should be given on the point that it 

should not allow the formation. 

 
Fig. 4:  

VI. BLAST LOAD CALCULATION OVER THE STRUCTURE 

Calculating the design blast load values and assigning them 

to the structure is considered from US NAVAL CODE  

We are designing blast load resistible G+5 residential 

building with charge weight considered is 500 lbs acting at a 

distance of 393ft. From US NAVAL CODE the highest 

equivalent charge weight of 500lbs is considered for design. 

Charge weight       =    500lbs 

RG                         =    120m      RG     = 393 feet 

ZG                         =     RG/W1/3 

ZG                         =     393/(500)1/3 

ZG                         =     50 Ft/lb1/3 

A. Blat Wave Parameters 

Pso              = 0.7 psi 

tA/ w1/3     = 12ms/lb1/3 

Lw/w1/3    = 4.2 Ft/lb1/3 

is/w1/3       = 1.2 psi-ms/lb1/3 

U               = 1.1 Ft/ms 
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i/w1/3        = 2.5 psi-ms/ lb1/3 

Pr              = 15 psi 

to/w1/3     = 450ms/ lb1/3 

B. Conversion from F.P.S System to S.I System of Units 

Pso= 0.7 psi  

Pso= 0.7* 6.839 

Pso= 4.826 KN/m2 

Now consider the soft story building frame having the plan 

area of 5*4 m2 

VII. PANEL LOAD CALCULATION 

Peak positive incident pressure, Pso    = 4.826 KN/ m2 

Area of the panel                                  = 5*4 m2 

The total blast load over the structure  = 4.826*20 

                                                              = 96.52KN 

The blast load acting at each and every joint   = 48.26 KN 

VIII. STRUCTURAL RESPONSE TO BLAST LOADING 

Consider the soft storey building frame having the following 

dimensions 4m height and 5 m width.  

This project deals with 2 cases  

1) Structure without blast load   

2) Structure with blast load of magnitude 50KN ( 

Calculated) 

A. Case -1 (Structure without BLAS Load) 

 
Fig. 5: Combined Loading and Response the Structure with 

Blast 

 
Fig. 6:  

Fig. 7: Reinforcement Detail of the Column without Blast 

Load 

B. Case -2(Structure with Blast Load of Magnitude 50 KN 

 
Fig. 8: Structure with Blast Load 
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Fig. 9: Structural Response to Blast Load 

 
Fig. 10: 

 
Fig. 11: Reinforcement Details of the Column with Blast 

Load 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the studies available in the literature, the ultimate 

objective is to make available the procedure for calculating 

the blast loads on the structures with or without the openings 

and frame structures. Also to study the dynamic properties 

of reinforcing steel and concrete under high strain rates 

typically produce by the blast loads. From this part of the 

study, an understanding of how reinforced concrete columns 

respond to blast loads was obtained. The following 

observations and conclusions are drawn from this study 

1) The software package analysis revealed that, for axially 

loaded columns, there exists a critical lateral blast 

impulse. Any applied blast impulse above this value 

will result in the collapsing of the column before the 

allowable beam deflection criterion is reached. 

2) The column response to non-uniform blast loads was 

shown to be significantly influenced by higher vibration 

modes. This was especially true for the unsymmetrical 

blast loads. 

3) The comparison between the normal strength column 

and the higher strength column showed that the critical 

impulse for the higher strength column case is 

significantly higher. This increase can be attributed to 

the added stiffness. 

4) The surfaces of the structure subjected to the direct 

blast pressures cannot be protected; it can, however, be 

designed to resist the blast pressures by increasing the 

stand-off distance from the point of burst. 

5) For high-risks facilities such as public and commercial 

tall buildings, design considerations against extreme 

events (bomb blast, high velocity impact) are 

veryimportant. It is recommended that guidelines on 

abnormal load cases and provisions on progressive 

collapse prevention should be included in the current 

Building Regulations and Design Standards. 

Requirements on ductility levels also help to improve 

the building performance under severe load conditions. 
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